We obtain a classification of the irreducible (nonunitary) 
Let C be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center. The set of infinitesimal equivalence classes of irreducible quasisimple representations of G will be denoted by G. This note outlines a description of G; detailed proofs will appear elsewhere.
In case G is linear, Langlands (1) has given a classification of representations in terms of the asymptotic behavior of their matrix coefficients. For formal reasons, the two descriptions coincide. This makes it possible to obtain various analytic results from our algebraic machinery, but that will not be pursued here.
Choose a maximal compact subgroup K c C, and a Cartan subgroup T c K. Let H = G T, the centralizer of T in C; H is a connected Cartan subgroup of G, the so-called fundamental Cartan subgroup. The Lie algebra of G is written go, with complexification g = (go)C, and universal enveloping algebra U(g); analogous notation is used for other subgroups of G. Let ( denote the Cartan involution of go with fixed point set ko, and po the (-1) eigenspace of 0; then go = ko + po. The Killing form of go is written (,). It is positive definite on po and negative definite on ko. We use the same notation for trivial restrictions, complexifications, or dualizations of this form.
Every root a E A(g,h) has a nonzero restriction to t.
Whenever V c g is a t-invariant subspace, we denote by 4(V), or simply A(V), the set of (restricted) roots of t in V, with multiplicities. Define
thus p(V) C t*, the dual of t. elementary.] Put R(6) = W6/W?; R(6) turns out to be a product of copies of Z/2Z. Let A(6) denote the set of lowest K-types of Ibe, (which is clearly independent of v). One can define a simply transitive action of R(6) on A(6) in a natural way; this and statement Mi of the following theorem were inspired by the work of Knapp and Zuckerman in ref. 3 . THEOREM 1. As P and 6 vary, the sets A(6) partition K; A(6) = A(6') iff MA is conjugate to M'A' by a conjugation taking 6 to 6'. Fix pu £ K, and choose (P,6) so that p e A(6).
Then ,u occurs with multiplicity one in I65,. Let J66,,(1) denote the unique irreducible subquotient of 168,, containing the
R~v() = v C-R(6) I a * v = ao * v for some co C W0J.
Let Ri(6) denote the annihilator of R, (6) (6) . We now let b v h be the parabolic subalgebra of g defined by X; b is 0-invariant, and so is not the complexification of a real subalgebra. Let b = I + n be the Levi decomposition of b. Then I is the complexification of a real subalgebra lo s go; by the construction of X, the group L c C with Lie algebra lo has a Borel subgroup. Because n is 0-invariant, n = n n k n n p; so p(n n p) E t*. Again by the construction of A, jA -2p(n n p) is a representation of L n K covered by the special case of Theorem 1 already available; so LM-2p(n-p) is known. (L need not be semisimple, but it is reductive; the theory extends trivially to cover it.) Let R = dim (n n p), S = dim (n n k).
The final step consists of constructing an injection G. + LA-2p(nrp). (This turns out to be a bijection, but remember that we only need to show that G', is not too large.) If X is any representation of g, we have cohomology groups H'(n,X) and HI(n n k,X). These are representations of I and I n k, respectively. Let U(g)K denote the centralizer of K in U(g); then U(g)K acts on Hi(n n k,X) by acting on the range of cocycles in Hom[Ai(n n k),X]. The decomposition A* = A*(n n k) 0 A*(n n p) induces maps on the cochain level, which lift to I n k module maps lr: H'(n n k,X) 0 [AR(n n p)]* HR+i(n,X).
Finally, we define a mapt: U(g)K U(I)L(oK; this is essentially a Harish-Chandra homomorphism, followed by an automorphism of U(l) coming from the action of I on AR+Sn. These definitions are related by THEOREM 4 . Suppose w C H%(n n k,X), P E [AR(n n p)]*, and u C U(g)K. Then 7ri[(u-w) 0 P] = t(u)-iri(w 0 P). This result is trivial when i = S. and is proved in general by an easy dimension-shifting argument.
Suppose now that X is a semisimple module for I n k; then Hi(n,X) and HJ(n n k,X) are also. Whenever Y is such a module, and y E t*, we denote by Ye the highest weight space of Y of weight y with respect to I n k; thus dim Yy is just the multiplicity pf the I n k-type y in Y. Let r7 : H'(n n k,X)r 0 [AR(n n p)]* HR+f(n,X)-y2P(nrP) be the restriction of lrj to the indicated spaces. THEOREM 5. Suppose ir G6,; let X be the Harish-Chandra module of X (i.e., the space of K-finite vectors). Then HR(n,X) is an I n k-finite representation of 1, and 4: HO(n n k,X)u @ [AR(n n p)]* H HR(n,X)wt2P(nnP)
is bijective. This is proved by a straightforward spectral sequence argument. Using results of Kostant (7), one can describe Hi(n n k,X) completely in terms of the K-types occurring in X. Thus, the restrictions imposed on X by the condition ir E G. become restrictions on HJ(n n k,X), and then on HI(n,X) by the spectral sequence.
Now by a theorem of Harish-Chandra (8) Knapp and Zuckerman (3) .
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